New Book! "Path of Perfection: The Originator’s Goal Manifesting through the Messiah, the Honorable Louis Farrakhan"

Karriem Allah releases book that provides insight into the Honorable Elijah Muhammad’s Teachings on the origin and purpose of the human races, and the solution to the “race problem” plaguing the Earth. In light of the fulfillment of the Messianic Prophecies, this book explains how unity among the races is possible through the acceptance of the Wisdom of the Christ, the Honorable Louis Farrakhan.

Newark, Delaware (PRWEB) October 12, 2017 -- Anthropologists have theorized about the origin of the human races, as well as the legitimacy of race as a worthwhile concept in societies. Despite the theories and debates about race, no one can deny the distinct differences among human beings, especially as it relates to the natural inclination to form families, groups, tribes and societies based upon our similarities, and not our differences. This book explains why racial and ethnic similarities are primary factors that cause divisions within the global population.

Few people will deny the long history of extreme injustice plaguing the humanity. Can we agree that in each generation we are influenced, even taught, to relate to one another according to our differences, in the context of the quest to survive as distinct races, tribes or groups—often to the detriment of those unlike us? This book describes the “prejudicial” concepts and doctrines that generate racial divisiveness, in particular.

The horrendous consequences of “racial divides” demand that we learn the truth regarding the origin and destiny of the races. Questions driving our discussion include: Why do races exist? How did races come to populate the Earth? How did the racist mindset develop? The answers, potentially, can serve as the impetus for securing peace throughout the Earth.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad revealed the origin of races; described the biological processes that produced them; and explained why the race problem has plagued the Earth. This book explains the correctness and relevance of His Teachings on race.

This book also illuminates how race is intrinsic to the Messianic Prophecies, whose fulfillment is the Path of Perfection. In this light, we show how unity among the races is possible through the acceptance of the Wisdom of the Christ, the Honorable Louis Farrakhan.

Available at the author’s website: http://www.kamuhhammad.net or amazon.com, in paperback and ebook formats.
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